The research goal of this project is to develop more effective techniques for visualizing information, and helping in information processing tasks. In particular, the project develops four novel techniques, for: (i) constructing better graph visualizations, (ii) detecting clusters in a database using visualization, (iii) constructing visualizations faster using previsualizations, and (iv) compressing 3D models. The graph visualization technique uses a novel graph-decomposition-based approach to construct more effective graph visualizations, which can help the user to more easily understand the information represented in a graph. The cluster detection technique allows the user to visually detect clusters in a database by visualizing its contents, and can be a useful aid in data mining applications. The previsualization-based technique can reduce the average time needed to construct visualizations in interactive applications, where visualizations are repeatedly constructed, by storing precomputed and previously computed visualizations in a previsualization cache, and checking the cache first before constructing a new visualization from the scratch. This technique can help us create visualizations systems with better response times. The technique for compressing 3D models uses the concept of canonical ordering to efficiently compress 3D polygonal models, and reduce their space requirements and transmission times over a network. The educational goal of this project consists of teaching a course on information visualization, developing
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Publications and Products

Project Impact
The grant started only six months ago. However, we have made the following impacts:
l Human Resources: One Student, Debangshu Bhadra, recently successfully defended his Master's thesis based on the work on the visual interactive framework for cluster detection in multidimensional datasets. Four Ph.D. students and one masters student are currently working on the other research-problems of the project. l Education and curriculum development: We developed a graduate-level course on Information Visualization. l Department/institution infrastructure: We are in the process of establishing a Visualization Lab.
Goals, Objectives, and Targeted Activities
This project aims towards developing more effective techniques for visualizing information. In particular, it focuses on the problems of detecting clusters in datasets through visualization, visualizing graphs and networks, constructing faster visualizations through previsualization, and compressing 3D graphics models.
The grant started only six months ago. Still, we have made significant progress towards our goals. We have developed a visual interactive framework for detecting clusters in a dataset through visualization (see [1] in Publications and Products). We have also developed a prototype system, which implements the framework. We have also run several experiments that demonstrate the effectiveness of the system in detecting clusters. In the coming year, we plan to conduct further experiments on our system with more datasets, study the integration of our approach with the automatic cluster detection techniques, incorporate advanced visualization techniques such as focus+context displays into our framework to enhance its effectiveness, and make the system accessible from the Web.
We have also developed a substructure-based technique for visualizing graphs and networks. We are currently in the process of developing a visualization system based on the technique. In the coming year, we plan to finish the implementation of the system, and conduct experiments evaluating its performance. We are also studying several theoretical problems on graph drawing, such as bend-minimum drawings of 3-planar graphs, and 3D drawings of graphs, and plan to continue the study in the coming year also.
We have developed a technique for compressing 3D models based on the concept of canonical orderings of planar graphs. In the coming year, we plan to implement our technique, and conduct experiments measuring the compression-efficiency of the technique. 
Area Background
Information visualization is defined as the computer-supported, interactive visual representation of abstract data to amplify cognition. Visualization takes advantage of the perceptual capabilities of the user to aid her in information processing tasks. This project focuses on developing techniques for visualizing information effectively. Data mining is defined as the extraction of previously unknown and potentially useful information from data in database. A cluster is a group of closely-related objects in a database. Cluster-detection is an important subproblem in data mining applications. As a part of the project, we are developing a visualizationbased technique for detecting clusters in a multidimensional dataset.
A graph is a mathematical entity consisting of a set of vertices (nodes) and a set of edges connecting the vertices. Information in a variety of applications, such as bioinformatics, network management, Web-navigation, and software engineering can be modeled using graphs. A visualization of a graph typically maps its vertices to boxes and edges to Jordan curves connecting their end-vertices in the plane. Given a graph, we would like to visualize it such that its structure can be easily understood from its visualization. However, for complex graphs, it is challenging to visualize it effectively. We are developing techniques for effective visualization of graphs.
3D graphics models are typically developed using surface modeling, where the surface of the object being modeled is represented by a mesh of polygons. To reduce the storage-requirement and transmission time of a model, it is important to compress it, i.e., represent it using as few bits as possible. A well-known result from graph theory states that if a 3D model does not have any holes in it, then its polygonal mesh can be represented by a planar graph. Based on this fact, we have developed a compression scheme that uses the concept of canonical ordering of planar graphs.
